
1. Entrance from the North. Empty. Recent humanoid footprints on floor. 
Sounds of chiming metal from the East, Indistinct activity from the South.

2. Special. Scores of ancient rusted swords hang on chains from the ceiling, 
down  to  shoulder-height,  chiming  in  the  breeze.  None  are  magical  or 
particularly valuable. Any character (except halflings) running through here 
must Save vs. Magic Wand or take 1d6 damage. No treasure.

3.  Trap. Passage is  slick with mold and increasingly sloped towards the 
West. Dwarves may notice and avoid this. If not, Save vs. Dragon Breath or 
slide into chamber filled with shattered jagged bones, taking 1d6 damage. 
No treasure.

4. 7 Orcs. AC6, HD1 (hp 3@4 3@5 1@8), MV 90'(30'),  #AT 1 s-sword, D 
1d6, Sv F1, ML 8/6 if leader dies, Al C, XP 10 each. Band of raiders. Leader 
has 8 hp, a potion of growth and a potion of healing which he will use in a 
fight. Unlocked chest containing 3,000 gp. South door closed but unlocked.

5. Empty. Sounds of activity come from the West.

6. NPC Party. 3 F1's, 1 Cl1. Currently unarmed and bound. Prisoners of the 
orcs. Surviving hirelings of a local lord who were escorting a tax shipment 
(the treasure in room 4) and ambushed by the orcs. Orcs are planning to 
ransom  them.  Grateful  if  saved,  but  will  want  to  reclaim  the  treasure; 
willing to hand over 10% (300gp) as a reward.

7. 8 kobolds. AC7, HD1/2 (hp 8@2), MV 90'(30') #AT 1 club, D 1d4-1, Sv 
NM, ML 6 (disgruntled), Al C, XP 5 each. Slaves of the orcs, don't want to 
fight unless forced to. No treasure. Secret door to 8.

8. Empty. Secret door to 7 and secret tunnel to 10.

9.  1 Giant Vampire Bat. AC6, HD2 (hp 9), MV 30'(10')/fly 180'(60'), AT 1 
bite, D 1d4, Sv F1, Ml 8, Al N, XP 25. If bit by bat, Save vs. Paralysis or fall 
unconscious  for  1d10  rounds.  If  undisturbed,  bat  drains  1d4  hp 
automatically  per  round from unconscious victim.  Target  killed by blood 
drain must Save vs. Spell or rise as undead 24 hours later. No Treasure. 
East door is locked (as is door at far East end of corridor).

10. Dead orc body, drained of blood. 13cp in pouch. Secret tunnel to 8.

11. 3  ghouls.  AC6,  HD2  (hp  3@9),  MV  90'(30'),  AT  2  claw/1  bite,  D 
1d3/1d3/1d3+special, Sv F2, Ml 9, Al C, XP 25 each. Immune to Sleep and 
Charm.  If struck by ghoul, Save vs. Spells or be paralyzed for 2d4 turns. 
North corridor completely blocked by rubble. East and West corridors 3/4's 
blocked,  must  climb over  one-at-a-time to  enter.  5  Clay  urns  containing 
2,000 cp, 1,000 sp, 1 citrine gem(50 gp each) in bottom of each urn (buried 
under coins). Many smashed holy objects, 1 intact Snake Staff. 

12. Ominous  iron-banded  black  oak  double-doors,  firmly  shut  by  bolts 
driven into them and boulders piled against them. Major engineering effort 
to open them, entry point for later expansion.
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Wandering Monsters (1d6)
1-2: 2d6 Normal Rats
3: 1d6 Giant Rats
4: 1d6 kobolds
5: 1d3 orcs
6: 3d10 Normal Bats
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